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Microsoft Windows [Version 10.0.14393] (c) 2018 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.. CERT_NAME_Cnsearch-Server-20180910. I can't download
anything. When I try, it tells me I'm an idiot and then it says Error Code=1004 and then closes. Is there a fix? If not, can I do something on my end to make it work?

I have a game that needs to be installed and I can't do it in my house for some reason. It's the only game that won't work on my school PC and if I can't get it to
work, I can't do anything. It's called Souls of the Taint, and it's an online, fighting game. There is a link to the website in my profile. A: The error code 1004 means

that your Windows Firewall is blocking the port used to connect to the network. Port 80 is generally used by the HTTP server that enables HTTP, like your browser.
Port 80 is also used by some malware. Since you are having problems with getting the file, it's probably that a malware is blocking the ports. If you have a malware,
it can be disabled by running this command in an administrator account: netsh advfirewall set global state disabled It may take some time until this is fully reflected
in the Windows Firewall. To fix it, you can disable it by doing this: netsh advfirewall firewall set global state disabled If you want to automate this command, run

the following command to open the command prompt and then add the command above: cmd References: Error code 1004 Firewall If you need a solution, there are
several: @Johns answer: Portable Network Monitoring (PnMonitor) @Dasiel answer: Disable Windows Firewall @vaultcristal answer: Disable network access via
Windows Firewall Q: when does an app has a valid EAPOL handshake? I have a RTMP stream to play. I set the EAPOL-Key in the streams. what I have done so

far: stream is created sending the stream to a RTMP server using RTMPClient. At this moment the RTMP client is sending a EAPOL-Request on the stream:
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